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1 Introduction
The term ‘Grid Computing’ is relatively new and means a lot of dierent things to a lot of dif-
ferent people[19]. It has been used as a buzzword for any new technology to do with computing,
especially computer networking, and therefore it has been over-hyped as the solution to just about
every computing problem. One of the goals of this paper is to give a clear denition of what Grid
Computing is and why it is required.
Grid Computing, or Network Computing, is intended to provide computational power that is
accessible in the same way that electricity is available from the electricity grid - you simply plug
into it and do not need to worry about where the power is coming from or how it got there. The
idea of Grid Computing is the same - if more computing power is required, spare cycles on other
computers are used. This means that super-computer type power is accessible without the huge
costs of super-computing, and that CPU cycles that would otherwise be wasted are put to good
use. In fact, one of the major researchers into Grid Computing, Ian Foster from the University of
Chicago says \grids are above all a mechanism for sharing resources", [13]. This means primarily
sharing CPU time but also other things such as data les. Although this description sounds simple
there are a number of problems with creating Grid systems - how do you access computers with
dierent operating systems, how do you nd those computers to access and how do you make sure
that you can trust others to run code on your machine? In fact, how do you encourage people to
let others run code on their machines in the rst place? These questions, and many others, need
to be answered for Grid Computing to succeed and they are also discussed in this paper.
Grid Computing is no longer just a concept to be discussed but is something that is actually
used every day. There are many Grids around the world, and many researchers investigating how
to do Grid Computing better. These current Grids and the some of the current Grid research
topics are also discussed in this report.
There is also signicant potential for Grid Computing to be used at the University of Canter-
bury. There are several projects which are very well suited to Grid Computing and it is likely that
others would emerge were a Grid system available. The potential for Grid Computing and some of
the tools that could be used for this are discussed below as well. The layout of this paper is as
follows: Section 2 discusses why Grid Computing is needed at all. Section 3 discusses what makes
up a Grid system, and Section 4 discusses some current Grids and Grid technologies. Section
5 discusses some of the current issues that need to be addressed in Grid Computing, Section 6
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discusses the possibility of Grid Computing at the University of Canterbury, and nally section 7
concludes.
2 Why Do We Need Grid Computing?
Although the amount of computing power available to both researchers and businesses is growing
at an amazing rate, and has been growing quickly for some time, the demand for computing power
is never satised. New projects in business and in the sciences require unprecedented amounts of
computing power that, even given Moore’s Law, will not be fullled in the near future. The rate
of increase in network bandwidth is increasing at a rate faster than that of processor speed which
means that the way to make best use of computing power is to network many computers together
in an ecient fashion[17]. Grid Computing is currently seen as the best way to do this.
The New York Times recently published an article which argued that \All Science Is Com-
puter Science". This claim was made because every traditional science - Physics, Chemistry,
Mathematics, Biology, Astronomy, and many others - is relying more and more on computers and
computational power. Although new insights are still needed to generate new research in these
elds, the limiting factor in many of the experiments is computational power. Grid Computing is
therefore seen as the computing technology enabling the advancement of all sciences.
2.1 Advantages Over Traditional Supercomputers
Based on the above arguments, it could be said that all that is needed are bigger supercomput-
ers. However, Grids have several advantages over traditional supercomputers. When purchasing
a supercomputer it is hard to know how much power to purchase. If too much is purchased it will
cost more but the supercomputer will be under-utilised. If not enough supercomputing power is
purchased the advantages of supercomputing will not be fully realised. If the supercomputer will
be used at its peak rate only for short periods of time, it will be even harder to decide what to
buy because either the programs will run too slowly when they are running or you will pay more
when most of the time the extra power is not being used. Grid Computing is better than a super-
computer because its size can be changed dynamically - computers can be added or removed once
the Grid has been deployed - and because dynamic sharing is available with other organisations.
Whilst with a supercomputer you can allow others to use it, with a Grid they can use it while you
are not but then when you do want to access it you can do so straightaway. This is because you
could set up your computing resources so that your Virtual Organisations (see section 3.2) have
higher priority than others.
3 What Makes Up A Grid?
Before the problems and solutions of Grid Computing can be discussed, it is important to have
a clear denition of what constitutes a Grid. The following sections attempt to do this, and
introduce some of the important Grid terminology.
3.1 Components of a Grid
Grid Computing can be dened as the seamless provision of access to possibly remote, possibly
heterogeneous, possibly untrusting, possibly dynamic computing resources. Analysed piece by piece,
this denition means that Grid Computing provides seamless access to:
1. Possibly Remote Computing Resources
Means that local resources, which are on the same LAN, and remote resources, which are
geographically distant, can be accessed in exactly the same way on the Grid.
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2. Possibly Heterogeneous Computing Resources
Some computers on the Grid can run dierent Operating Systems on dierent types of
machines. Accessing them via the Grid should be possible without making any special
allowances for this.
3. Possibly Untrusting Computing Resources
Means that the owner of a computing resource on the Grid might not know or trust other
users but should still be condent that they cannot access any non-shared data and can-
not make malicious system calls on their computer. The Grid should handle this security
checking without any specic instruction from the user or from the sharer.
4. Possibly Dynamic Computing Resources
One of the major selling points of Grid Computing is that it makes use of otherwise wasted
CPU cycles. The problem with this is that the availability of computers to the Grid changes
rapidly as computers become busy and then idle as their owner’s usage varies. The Grid
system should ensure that this dynamism is hidden from users so that they do not have to
program explicitly to take account of this.
Seamless provision means that Grid users can access such seemingly un-accessible resources easily
without having to worry about all these complications. Altogether, this denition leads to four
main things that any Grid system must provide seamlessly in order to be considered a Grid, [15]
1. Authentication
2. Authorization
3. Resource Access
4. Resource Discovery
3.1.1 Authentication
Authentication means that each user has an identity which can be trusted as genuine. This is
necessary because some resources may be authorised only to certain users, or certain classes of
users (see Section 3.1.2). Authentication of a user should happen only once when they start using
a Grid - they should not have to sign on separately to each of the many machines that their
computation may use.
3.1.2 Authorisation
Authorisation means that each resource - be it the spare computing power on a computer of an
organisation or a set of astronomical data - will have a set of users and groups that can access
it. The Grid needs to rst authenticate that the users are who they say they are and then ensure
that they are allowed to access the resources that they are requesting. Having groups authorised
to access certain resources leads to the idea of Virtual Organisations, which are discussed further
in Section 3.2.
3.1.3 Resource Access
Resource Access means that remote resources can be accessible to Grid users. These resources
could mean anything from CPU time to disk storage, to visualisation tools and data sets. As
discussed, not everyone should be able to access all resources but the Grid must provide a way to
access those that are allowed. This means that some sort of virtual machine is required so that
machines with dierent operating systems, etc. can be accessed in a uniform way.
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3.1.4 Resource Discovery
Being allowed to access thousands of dierent CPUs is useless without being able to nd out
where they are. Resource Discovery means that users can nd remote resources that they can
use. This process should be automated by the Grid so that a user’s task can automatically be run
remotely without them having to go through the process of nding CPUs that they can use. The
automation of resource discovery is complicated hugely by the dynamic nature of Grid resources
- what is available at one instant of time may no longer be available a while later. Added to this
complication is the desire to avoid a single central point where all data is stored because the failure
of it would bring the whole system down and one single point of control is not a scalable solution
- if the Grid becomes really large this central point would be badly overloaded.
3.2 Virtual Organisations
The idea of a Virtual Organisation (VO) is that on, say, a university campus-wide Grid, members
of the Physics and Biology departments could be working on a project together so they could form
a Virtual Organisation for that project where they could all access the data for that project and
each other’s computing resources. However, those who are not members of the research group
would not be members of the VO so would not be able to access the resources. Members of the
Computer Science department - who would not be part of the other VO - may be working on
a dierent project however could have separate projects running with separate access rights for
a dierent set of resources. Note that dierent projects within the same departments could also
have separate Virtual Organisations so keep some of their data separate but allow projects from
both VOs to use the compute resources.
4 Current Grids and Grid Products
There are a number of tools available to help create Computational Grids, both free, open-source
ones and commercial products. There is also a standards body which seeks to put forward ‘rec-
ommendations’ about how best to do Grid Computing. This section gives an overview of these,
and details about several of the many Grids in existence today.
4.1 Tools and Standards
4.1.1 Globus
The Globus Toolkit[25] designed by the Globus Alliance contains a set of free software tools -
services, APIs and protocols - to facilitate constructions of Grids. It is the most widely used
toolkit for building of Grids and is frequently referred to as the de facto standard; see e.g. [18],
[6]. It includes tools for, among other things, security, resource management and communication.
The Globus Alliance also researches various issues related to Grid Computing, especially issues
relating to the infrastructure of Grids. Almost every Grid which has its details published was
constructed using the Globus Toolkit.
4.1.2 The Global Grid Forum
The Global Grid Forum (GGF) performs a similar role to the development of Grids as the W3C
does toward the development of the World Wide Web, [26]. It is a conglomerate of interested
parties including universities, research institutes and industry. It is not an ocial body so it does
not put forward standards but just ‘best practices’ for Grid developers. It is important because
it provides a forum for new ideas to be discussed by all interested parties. There are strong links
between the GGF and The Globus Alliance - ideas put forward by the GGF are often implemented
by Globus.
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4.1.3 Condor and Condor-G
Condor is a software tool for distributing computationally intensive jobs over Grids. It works by
using spare CPU cycles on other computers. It provides a way of doing resource discovery using
‘ClassAds’ which matches job requests to unused resources. From the Condor product Condor-G
has been created [9]. Condor-G is an enhanced version of Condor which can be used to make Grids.
It uses Globus tools to provide \security, resource discovery, and resource access in multi-domain
environments" with Condor’s \management of computation and harnessing of resources within
a single administrative domain." There has also been work on making separate Condor pools
\self-organising, fault-tolerant, scalable, and locality-aware" which has proved to be a successful
way for automatic management of larger groups of Condor pools, [1].
4.2 Some current Grids in development and deployment
There are many Grids currently in use and in production; in this section we examine several of
them in detail. These are not claimed to give a representative sample of all current Grids, but
are only to give insight into a few of them. The huge Euro Grid project and the United States
National Fusion Collaboratory are discussed.
4.2.1 European Data Grid
The European Data Grid [24] is a European Union funded project which aims to create a huge
Grid system for computation and data-sharing. It is aimed at projects in high energy physics, led
by CERN, biology and medical image processing, and astronomy. It is being developed using and
extending the Globus Toolkit. In building the Grid new tools and systems have been developed in
many areas useful for the extension of Grid Computing. For example, a method of enabling secure
access to databases in Grid environments has been developed [18]. New techniques for searching
for patterns in genomic data using the European Data Grid have also been developed [10].
4.2.2 The National Fusion Collaboratory
The National Fusion Collaboratory[7] project exists to help research magnetic fusion. Magnetic
fusion experiments operate on pulses of plasmas which are produced approximately every 15
minutes. The data generated from each measurement must be analysed within the 15 minutes so
that changes can be made to the set up in time for the next pulse [16]. This time limit means
that it would be very useful for the researchers to be able to analyse the data quickly so that more
time can be spent reconguring the experimental set up. For this reason, the National Fusion
Collaboratory constructed a Computational Grid. This project was also built using the Globus
Toolkit and the main research focus is on ‘advanced reservations of multiple resources’ - this means
that resources such as computational cycles can be reserved in advance if it is known that they
will be required sometime in the future.
4.3 Commercial Grid Products
There are several Grid products currently listed on various websites; see for example [31] and [29].
They claim to easily enable Grid Computing within organisations but it is hard to tell how much
they actually do because they do not publish refereed papers - most of the information available
about them is probably marketing hype and not a veriable fact. When the NorduGrid was being
constructed in Scandanavia they chose to develop their own Grid system because nothing existing
was suitable, [11]. This shows that at this stage at least commercial products were not of a high
enough standard for real use.
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5 Current Issues In Grid Computing
Grid Computing is still very much in its development stage and there are a number of issues that
must be addressed or resolved before it can be considered as a stable technology. Some of these
issues are discussed below.
5.1 The Grid versus Many Grids
A distinction must be made between the idea of a single, worldwide, ubiquitous grid and the idea
of many separate grids located in businesses and on university campuses. The original intention
of Grid Computing was that it would follow the same architecture as the electricity grid. This
means that whenever and wherever you needed compute power you would simply \plug in" to The
Grid and the processing would be done. There would be no need to know where the computing
was being done - just as there is no need for me to know where the power that is lighting this
room is coming from - only that it was being done. In the same way that I don’t need to know
whether the electricity lighting this room is coming from a hydro-electric power plant in Fiordland
or a wind turbine in Wellington, I wouldn’t care if my complicated simulation were being run
on a spare machine next door or on an idle server somewhere on the other side of the world. In
fact,The Grid could be viewed as a Grid of Grids, in much the same way as the Internet is a
network of networks. Although work is still being done toward creating a single Grid, it is already
the case that there are many disparate grids worldwide that are all completely isolated from each
other. Having many separate Grids makes issues like authentication and Virtual Organisations
much simpler, which is one of the reasons that The Grid has not emerged. It also eliminates the
need for some sort of global billing system, which is discussed further in Section 5.3.
Some progress toward creating a single worldwide grid has been made, however. The PlanetLab
project [30] is a distributed testbed for testing new networking protocols, planetary scale le
sharing, and many other ideas which can benet from having a huge distributed testbed. It
involves hundreds of computers at dierent locations around the world, mostly within academic
institutions, on which researchers at the institutions can run experiments. It is not an initiative
aimed at creating a global Computational Grid but it does provide some of the things that a
Grid must provide, such as authentication and authorisation. It currently has 361 nodes (as
at 20 February 2004)[30] connected to it so it is far short of being a worldwide Grid but it is
certainly an important step toward it, both in the new research initiatives that it has allowed
and in demonstrating that world-wide distributed computing projects are feasible. It has been
expected that PlanetLab will have over 1000 nodes distributed over the world by the end of 2004.
Its only node in New Zealand is under care of the Network Research Group in the Department of
Computer Science and Software Engineering at the University of Canterbury in Christchurch. So
far the only Australian node of PlanetLabs is located at the University of Technology in Sydney.
5.2 No-one wants to share
One of the biggest problems facing Grid Computing is not a technological one but a social one.
Even when the technology exists for Grid Computing to work easily and flawlessly, people are still
required to donate their spare CPU cycles or Grid Computing will not work at all. Although one
of the major points of Grid Computing is that only spare cycles will be used, it still goes against
human nature to allow others to access their computers and run programs on them. A fear of
viruses is no doubt a valid threat as what has been viewed as a secure system in the past has been
shown not to be so, so much work must go into developing a security infrastructure that can be
completely trusted.
In the SETI@home project [3], and others like it, work by volunteers around the world allowing
their computers to be used for scientic research shows that some people at least are willing to
share for no direct benet to themselves but it is unlikely that everyone would allow this. Within
single businesses or university departments it is likely that it could be ocial policy that every
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computer must be part of the organisation’s Grid, but this would probably not work for The Grid
without some sort of global billing system.
5.3 Grid Economics
Before all the separate grids can be connected into one ‘supergrid’ some sort of billing system
must be established that is accepted and trusted by everyone. It is unlikely for a worldwide Grid
to take o and make use of almost all spare CPU time without some incentive for people to make
their computers available. However, in order for a world-wide billing system to work, there will
need to be some way of accurately keeping track of the CPU time used, the CPU time provided
by each user and a way of transferring payment between users. The development of such a system
in a way that is scalable and trusted by everyone is necessary before a global Grid can become
the reality.
The development of such as system could lead to some sort of global bidding system for compute
power - which would fluctuate like the stock market. The value of CPU time would vary over time
according to supply and demand. Daytime hours in the North America during the working week
would probably have the highest demand so would cost more, but could make use of the servers
in Europe and Asia that are not handling their peak capacity. The analogy of the Computer Grid
with the electricity grid can be expanded further - just like it is possible to feed power back into
the electricity grid - it will be possible to feed computing power back into the Computer Grid.
In order for a stock-market like Grid billing system to succeed, several obstacles must be
overcome. Local resources must be able to be used rst, otherwise a company could incur costs
from using The Grid that they wouldn’t have otherwise. This includes stopping non-local users
from using the local resources in order to run local Grid applications. In order for a stock-market
system to work it must also be made sure that businesses or universities do not incur charges
that are more than the gain they would have made. If running an application on The Grid saves
several seconds but costs $100 then, it is probably not worth it. The ISP charges as well as the
Grid charges must be taken into account when calculating how much it will cost to run on The
Grid, which further complicates the issue. These problems mean that although The Grid certainly
can come into eect sometime, it is likely that in the next few years at least the development of
Grid Computing will focus mainly on the simpler task of creating separate Grids at separate
organisations.
5.4 Performance Forecasting
One of the problems with scheduling resources on a Grid is that it is hard to know how long a
resource will be available for or how good its performance will be if it is used. Researchers have
implemented a tool known as EveryWare which contains, amongst other things, a performance
forecasting mechanism [21]. With accurate forecasting, scheduling becomes simpler because it is
known that a given resource will react fast to requests or process data quickly. Without accurate
performance forecasting a scheduler could schedule a remote set of CPUs to try and speed up
processing but actually make it slower because those CPUs do not perform as well as expected.
There is still work to be done in this area, however, as the performance forecasting needs to be
incorporated into scheduler algorithms and the accuracy of performance forecasting can no doubt
be improved.
5.5 The No-Dened Problems Problem
A vital step in solving problems is identifying what they actually are. With any new technology
it is hard to know what the key problems to be solved for that technology to work are - there
are no forums for putting problems forward to be solved and no systematic attempts by various
researchers to solve them [2] . To encourage the formulation of specic problems and solutions,
The authors of [2] propose several problems that they see as holding back the progress of Grid
Computing and challenge other researchers not only to solve those problems but to supply more.
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Although Grid Computing has reached a state when a common vocabulary has been formed of Grid
Computing terms and various components of any Grid Computing system have been spoken of,
there is still inconsistency of what the dierent terms mean and when they are used. When basic
terms related with Grid Computing and components of Grid systems are agreed upon, research
into Grid Computing will be in a much better shape.
5.6 Security
As mentioned, one of the reasons that people may not want to make their computer available on
a Grid is that they do not trust other users to run code on their machines. Within small scale
Grids this is not too much of a problem as Virtual Organisations at least partially eliminate the
fear of malicious attacks. This is because in a Virtual Organisation you can authorise only those
from within a certain trusted organisation to be able to access your computer. However, there
could potentially be problems with the authorisation systems and it is possible that someone from
within the organisation could act in a malicious way. With larger scale Grids it will be impossible
to know and trust everyone who can access a single computer so the Grid infrastructure will have
to provide guarantees of security in some way.
The Java Sandbox Security Model [14] already provides an environment in which untrusted
users are restricted from making certain system calls which are not considered safe, and from
accessing memory addresses outside of a certain range. Any Grid system will have to provide a
similar mechanism, so that users will be happy to let others access their computer.
5.7 Supercomputing Power For Everyone?
In the past, supercomputing power has been available only to very few people - certain people in
research institutions and some businesses. If The Grid is ever created, though, supercomputing
power will be available to anyone who wishes to access it, although probably at a fairly large cost.
This means that, amongst other things, anyone can do huge password searches or can try and
crack public/private keys. With the creation of The Grid, these issues will have to be addressed
either by somehow restricting users from being able to do such searches or by using even larger
keys and passwords. As [5] shows, what is considered to be an unbreakable key one year can be
inadequate a few years later, and with the advent of The Grid, this situation will be re-enforced
further. There are no doubt many other social issues that will arise when everyone can have access
to supercomputing power, and they will have to be addressed as well.
5.8 The Need Not To Centralise
Any Grid system must have some knowledge of what resources are available in order to provide
Resource Access and Resource Discovery. The logical way to do this would be to have a central
repository listing all resources currently available and who is allowed to access them. The problem
with this centralised solution is that it is not at all scalable and means that the entire Grid
system is subject to a single point of failure. For these reasons, another way of providing Resource
Discovery is required.
If there were a central repository containing details on all Grid resources for a large Grid, the
speed at which it would need to operate would be immense. The dynamic nature of Grid resources
would mean that the list of resources available would need to be constantly updated. Because
the availability of resources is dynamic, they can be taken away from the users at any time which
means that users may have to be constantly requesting access to further resources. In a Grid of
world-wide scale, a single server to handle this would not be possible. As well as the problem of
making the central server fast enough, it must also be so reliable that it can never break down.
If it did stop working then the whole Grid would also have to stop - and even if some of the
communication channels between it and certain sections of the Grid broke, that whole section
would have no other server which it could access. Some distributed form of providing Resource
Discovery is required for large Grids to operate reliably.
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To solve this problem, the authors of [21] say that they have created distributed, dynamic
‘State Exchange Services’system called Gossips which manage resource access and discovery and
create and destroy themselves automatically. However, as stated there, not every Grid can use
that system so more work is required in this area. Other current Grid systems do not address this
problem at all (see, e.g. [1] and [20]) - but rely on centralised managers - so could not be scaled
past a certain point.
5.9 Grid Programming Environments
Current Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tools and programming languages have
not been designed to facilitate the creation of Grid applications. What is considered to be high
level in standard software development situations - Java, Message Passing Interfaces (MPI) -
are referred to as low level in Grid publications [17]. This is because Grid Computing uses the
abstractions provided by what are currently referred to as high-level layers - Virtual Machines,
etc. - and extends them. For example Grid programmers should be able to treat a network
as one huge computer and not have to worry about the individual virtual machine computers
that make it up. This extra layer of abstraction should lead to new development environments
and possibly things like new programming keywords - ‘remote’, ‘local’, ‘secure’, etc. The current
trend toward component based development will continue with Grid applications being made up
of dierent components at dierent sites. This could mean that huge data sets are stored at one
place, analysis is done on the Grid, and visualisation is done somewhere else. The component
based structure leads to the need for standard ways of storing and exchanging data, which current
tools like XML provide, [8].
6 Grid Computing at the University of Canterbury
Grid Computing is not currently employed at the University of Canterbury (UC), but there are
serveral research teams who would like to work on projects that could make extensive use of Grid
Computing. This section outlines details of some of those projects and then the ways in which
they could be activated.
6.1 Research Teams and Projects
These are projects of research teams from Physics and Astronomy (Prof. Philip Butler and
Associate Prof. Lou Reinisch), Forestry (Dr. Hamish Cochrane), Biological Sciences (Associate
Prof. Jack Heinemann) as well as from HIT Laboratory (Dr Mark Billinghurst). Their projects
are considered to be so heavily computational that they are not suitable for desktop processing.
In particular, the following projects have been planned:
• Medical Imaging
The Department of Physics and Astronomy is hoping to purchase a PET/CT scanner in
the near future which would be used for Medical Imaging. Currently running the PET/CT
software on a high-end desktop computer means that only about 10% of time is spent doing
the scanning and the other 90% of the time is spent waiting for results. It is hoped that this
ratio of scanning to processing time could be increased greatly using a Grid, with reduction
of processing times at least ten times.
• Bioinformatic Analysis and Genetic Data
Researchers in the New Zealand Institute of Gene Ecology (NZIGE), which includes sta
from the Department of Forestry and the School of Biological Sciences, as well as others,
would also be ready to make use of a computational grid. The research that would use the
grid would mostly involve (in very simple terms) searching for certain patterns on large data
sets. This is a very slow process on standard workstations and any increase in speed would
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be considered useful, with a speedup between 2 to 24 times being regarded as good, but
anything further better, of course.
As well as these, it is envisaged that other projects would use the grid if it were available. Some
other potential users are:
• Proteomics research.
• Processing data about imported foods on behalf of MAF. This looks for certain features of
the foods but is currently a very slow process.
• Processing astronomical data from the several telescopes that the Department of Physics
and Astronomy has access to.
6.2 Potential Grid Tools For UC
There are several tools that could be used to facilitate Grid Computing at the UC. All of the
projects mentioned above have a focus on data processing rather than data access or any other
Grid function, so this section will focus only on the data processing side of Grid Computing. Note
that although most of these tools are not Computational Grids as dened earlier in this article they
can still provide useful amounts of computing power (and fall into the realm of what is commonly
called Grid Computing).
6.2.1 XGrid
XGrid is a distributed computing system that is currently installed on all Apple Macintoshes at
UC. It claims to automatically detect the precense of other Apple Macs and to be capable of
distributing processing to them without any explicit programming [23]. The degree to which this
works would have to be investigated further, but although most of the computers on campus are
not Macs, enough of them are for a fairly signicant amount of processing power to be available
from them if the XGrid system is eective.
6.2.2 Globus
As mentioned earlier, the Globus Toolkit [25] is often referred to as the de facto standard for
creating Computational Grids. It is therefore logical that if a Grid is to be created at UC, the
Globus Toolkit be used. The Globus Toolkit is not simply plugged in and used, however, unlike
XGrid, but is used to create Grids [4]. For this reason, if the Globus Toolkit were to be used to
create a Grid at UC, specialist programmers would have to be employed to put it all together.
The advantage of the Globus Toolkit is that it is widely used and well understood and, compared
to other tools, it is at least known to work and work well.
6.3 The Akaroa Project
Akaroa2 is an automated controller of stochastic discrete-event simulation developed at the Uni-
versity of Canterbury by the Simulation Research Group (the group led by Prof. K. Pawlikowski
from Computer Science and Software Engineering, and Associate Prof. D. McNickle from Man-
agement), [22]. When Akaroa2 was designed at the University of Canterbury in 1992, it was one
of the rst software packages enabling grid processing. In 1993, it received an international com-
mendation (in Science category) in the Computerworld Smithsonian Award for Achievements in
Information Technology, USA.
Akaroa2 speeds up simulation experiments by performing multiple replications of the experi-
ment in parallel (MRIP) on multiple computers of a LAN, with a simulation being stopped when
the overall results have reached the desired level of statistical precision. It runs the dierent
replications on dierent machines acting as simulation engines. Akaroa2 has been designed for
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working on local area networks consisting of UNIX/Linux machines. Thus, the degree of its dis-
tributiveness is limited by the number of workstations in a given LAN. Currently, students of
Computer Science and Software Engineering at the University of Canterbury can use AkaroA2 for
distributing simulations utilizing about 250 workstations. Launching Akaroa2 on a Grid system
would certainly be very desirable, since access to many more hosts could be possible. The next
section investigates how this could be done.
6.3.1 PlanetLab
As mentioned, PlanetLab is not a Grid Computing system but is a global testbed for distributed
computing systems [30]. The Department of Computer Science and Software Engineering at
UC has maintained a node on PlanetLab, so any Grid projects conducted there could use the
PlanetLab testbed. This could form a very good way of extending the Akaroa2 project - multiple
simulations could be run on dierent parts of the world instead of on dierent machines in the
same lab, although issues such as the eect of the increased time propogation delay and unreliable
access to machines would need to be investigated. PlanetLab would also provide access to another
several-hundred machines which could further increase the speed of simulation studies, and allow
more complicated simulations to be carried out.
6.3.2 MPICH-G2 and Globus
MPICH-G2 is a grid-enabled implementation of the MPI standard [28]. MPI is a library speci-
cation for message-passing [27] which can be used for constructing portable parallel programs.
Its goals are to provide portability and performance across many platforms [12] and, because it
is aimed at being portable, it could be a good tool to use to modify Akaroa2. MPICH-G2 imple-
ments the MPI standard and extends it using tools from the Globus Toolkit, allowing the creation
of Grid applications that run on multiple machines of potentially dierent architectures [28]. If
Akaroa2 were extended using MPICH-G2, it could be run on multiple environments at once (ie.
not just UNIX or Linux). This would greatly increase the potential processing power available to
simulation applications. MPICH-G2 has C and C++ bindings which make it ideal for use with
Akaroa2.
7 Conclusions
Grid Computing means sharing computing resources in order to create super-computing capa-
bilities out of desktop computers by using their idle CPU time. It also involves sharing other
computing resources such as data sets and disk storage. It has been around for several years and
has reached the stage when there are tools available so that experts can create Computational
Grids and use them to solve problems in many elds.
There are four vital issues which must be resolved in a distributed computing system before
it can be called a Grid. These are Authentication, Authorisation, Resource Access and Resource
Discovery. They lead to the idea of Virtual Organisations of collaborators who share resources
over a Grid.
There are currently several tools available to help developers create Grids. The most widely
used of these is the Globus Toolkit, but there are others. There are also several commercial com-
panies which claim to provide Grid systems to clients.
Despite all the progress that has been made with Grid Computing, a number of challenges still
exist. They must be faced now or in the future if Grid Computing is to succeed as a technology.
These include the issue of many separate Grids versus a single world-wide Grid, addressing social
issues of resulting from sharing computing resources (the idea of Grid Economics), security issues
(allowing untrusted others to run code on your machine), problems with allocating resources (fore-
casting the performance of resources and creating a way of discovering resources without using a
single central repository), and many others.
Grid Computing is well suited to some of the research that is being done, or is intended to
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be done, at the University of Canterbury. Projects in Physics and Astronomy, Biological Sciences
and Forestry especially could benit from Grid Computing. There are several ways that a Grid
could be constructed using dierent tools. As well as this, the Akaroa2 project, a signicant
achievement in distributed computing, could be further enhanced by making it working in a Grid
environment.
It was not long ago that very few people had even heard of the Internet, much less considered
using it for their businesses. Many of those same companies could not operate without it now.
Once a technology matures, it does not necessarily take long for it to become widespread. This
same idea could be applied to Grid Computing - if some of the fundamental issues holding it back
are addressed then computing power could truly become as widespread and easily accessible as
electricity is now.
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